Analyzing longitudinal data with patients in different disease states during follow-up and death as final state.
This paper considers the analysis of longitudinal data complicated by the fact that during follow-up patients can be in different disease states, such as remission, relapse or death. If both the response of interest (for example, quality of life (QOL)) and the amount of missing data depend on this disease state, ignoring the disease state will yield biased means. Death as the final state is an additional complication because no measurements after death are taken and often the outcome of interest is undefined after death. We discuss a new approach to model these types of data. In our approach the probability to be in each of the different disease states over time is estimated using multi-state models. In each different disease state, the conditional mean given the disease state is modeled directly. Generalized estimation equations are used to estimate the parameters of the conditional means, with inverse probability weights to account for unobserved responses. This approach shows the effect of the disease state on the longitudinal response. Furthermore, it yields estimates of the overall mean response over time, either conditionally on being alive or after inputting predefined values for the response after death. Graphical methods to visualize the joint distribution of disease state and response are discussed. As an example, the analysis of a Dutch randomized clinical trial for breast cancer is considered. In this study, the long-term impact on the QOL for two different chemotherapy schedules was studied with three disease states: alive without relapse, alive after relapse and death.